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Abstract
lbis paper studies in a probabilistic framework several topics concerning the

~ay

words (slrings) can overlap. A word is defined as a random sequence of (possIble
infinite) symbols over a V -ary alphabet A key notion of alignment (or. conuno~)
matrix {C ij }!'J = 1 is introduced. where C~j is th~ length of the .longest .Strin~ tha~ IS
prefix of the i -lh and the j -th word. 11us matnx plays a CruCial role In esll1Datmg
some periodicities and correlations on words such as detecting squares and other
repetitions, computing substring statistics. evaluating longest subs~ng common to a
set of words, estimating the total length of a code needed to tranSmIt a set of wo~s.
and so forth. On the other hand, the alignment mattix is a "bridge" between strIng
characteristics and some parameters of digital trees built over these strings (e.g., radix
tries, suffix trees, position trees, etc.). We explore this relationship and show how
such a symbiosis can be used to evaluate expected complexity of string algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION

Periodicities, correlations and related phenomena in words (sequences, strings) are known
to playa central role in many areas:of computer science and telecommunications [CR, GO, LO,
LZ, ZL]. In this paper, we focus on a class of problems that share the [allowing common feature:
given a set of words what is the length of the longest, the shortest and the average prefix of all of
these words. We do not impose any special restrictions on the set of words, Lhat is, the words
may be generated by independent sources or they might be dependent, e.g., each word in the set is
a suffix of the previous word [AA, AH, AS, Me, WE]. We note here that several efficient algorithmic consl.nJctions have been set up to date to detect and exploit the presence of correlated
(repeated) subpattems and other kinds of more or less unavoidable regularities in words [AP,
API, lv1L]. For all of these problems, however, algorithms were mostly finalized in the opLimization of the worst-case behavior.. We reconsider some of the above problems from the
.. supponed in pan by NSP under grunL NCR-8702IIS.
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probabilistic viewpoint and concentrate on the average complexity of the above constructions.
We do not, however, restrict our investigations to a given algorithm. and rather we try to provide
a methodological tool to analyze periodicities and correlation in words [GL, LI. NIl
Correlation in words. on the other hand. are usually associated with some data structures
built over these words. such as radix tries, subword·trees, suffix lrees, position trees, etc. [AA,
AR. KN]. In this paper we explore in depth a mutual relationship (e.g. symbiosis) between these
digital trees and some characteristics in words. This symbiosis is abstracted in a key notion of

alignment matrix C = {Cij }fJ = 1 where n is the nwnber of words and Gij measures the overlap
on the first symbols between the i -th and the j -th word. We shall show that some important

parameters of the digital search trees can be expressed in tcnns of some functions of the alignment matrix. This allows us to study sUing characteristic by exploring properties of the

associ~

ated tree and vice versa. We shall see that in some cases it is of our advantage to concentrate on
digital trees instead of strings, and in some olher cases, string characteristics are easier to analyze
and they can provide some useful information about the associated trees.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we formulate the problem and our
probabilistic model. In particular, we define the alignment matrix and show how one can obtain
some infonnation about digital trees from this matrix. In Section 3 we present our main results in
the form of two propositions. The ~rst one deals with the so called independent model, that is,
strings are generated by independent sources, and therefore, radix tries are studied. The other
case discusses dependent strings, that is, each string is a suffix of the previous strings. Suffix tree
is associated with the latter case. This paper is based on the recent research of the author [S21,
SZ2, S23, SZ4, AS, KPSI, KPS2]. Nevenheless, we give new interpretations oflhese resullS, and
we establish some new results which stress the symbiosis between digital trees and sl:ring characteristics.
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2. MODEL FORMULATION
Let X 10 X 2

' ... IX" be words (strings) of (possible)

from an alphabet A ={a••
.
l,

J. - I 2
I

,

..• ,

a.z .... ,cxv}

unbounded lengths formed by symbols

of cardinality V.

For every pair (i,j), i:l:-j

n we define alignment C··'i as the length of the longest string that is a prefix of

both Xi and Xj. Thus, C jj = k iff Xi and X j agree exactly on their first k symbols, but differ on

their (k + l)-st.
In many string algorithms the following four parameters are used to establish complexity of

the COTISLruction: the height H fl • the shallawness hn the depth D n and the tOlallength Ln.. They
I

are defined through the alignment matrix as follows

(2.la)
hn =

min {m?x {Cij}}

ISH.",

Ln =

•
L 1 m?X

i=1

(2.lb)

ISJSn

{eij}

(2.lc)

'5.j:!>1I

(2.1d)

The interpretation of these parameters are rather obviolls. For example. if Xz. X 3

, ...• X

n

are

suffixes of X I. then the height Hn. measures the length of the longest substring Z of X 1that starts

at some position j S n of X I and such that the occurrence of Z that starts at j can be fully
recopied from some previous occurrence of Z in X I; the depth D n represents the average of Lhe
string Z which can be recopied. and so forth. If X I. X 2 , ... ,Xn are (Wlbounded) strings gcncratcd by n independent sources. then the total length Ln refleclS the (minimum) number of sym.
boIs necessary to distinguish all of the strings X I. X2

I

•••

,Xn (e.g., when X I

, ...

,X are sent
n

through a communication channel). For illustrating examples. sec below.
WiLh each set of wings Xl, X2 , ... ,Xn • we can associate a digital Lree. Such a tree is a
V ~ary digital search tree with edges labeled by elements from the alphabet A and leaves (external

- 4nodes) contain the strings [KN]. The access path from the root to a leaf is a minimal prefix of the

information contained in the leaf. A brute force construction of such a tree is simple. For exampIe, for binary alphabet A = {a ,b J, symbol a means "go left", and b means "go right". This
process is continued until all strings X 11 X 2 ' .... Xn can be separated (distinguished) [KN, AH}.
Such a tree is characterized by the height of the tree Hr. the depth of a randomly chosen leaf D'[,
the shortest path from the root to a randomly selected leaf,

hI and by the external path length L!,

which is defined as the sum of all depths. It turns out that the above tree parameters arc simple

related to the appropriate string parameters defined in (2.1a)-(2.1d), e.g., H!=Hn + 1, and

LI=L

Il

+ n. This is illustrated below on a suffix tree.

EXAMPLE 2.1. Illustrating definitions

We assume here dependent strings, that is. for a binary alphabet A = {a ,b} let X = abbabaa .. be
a word. Then, we define five strings Xl

= X,

X 2 = bbabaa ..• X 3 = babaa .. , X 4 = abaa .. , and

X 5 = baa .., which are suffixes of X. The corresponding (self)-alignment matrix C = {Cij } is as
follows:

•
C~

0
0
2
0

0

0

•

1

1

•

0

0
2

1

2
0
0

•
0

0
1

2
0

•

From C and the expressions (2.1), we obtain H n = 2, h = I, D = 9/5,
and L n = 9. The
n
n
appropriate digital tree (e.g., suffix tree) is shown below.
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We note that the height, the depth, the shallowness. and the external path length of the above tree
are equal to Hfi + 1, D/l

+ I, h" + 1 and L/l + n respectively.
I

o
The above equivalence between strings and trees parameters can be used in the analysis,
either of string algoritluns or tree characterizations. Before entering the discussion, we describe
the framework of probabilistic assumptions within which we plan to pursue OUf study.
Let A = {<X,. lIz •...• <Xv ) be an alphabet of V symbols. and let S = {X ,. X 2

•... • X.)

be

a set of n (possibly infinite) slrings (keys, sequences) over the alphabet A. To set up a stochastic

model, we need to characterize the probabilistic features of the set S. In infonnation theory terminology, we can look at S as a set of n sources of infonnation generating (possible infinite)
codes (strings, keys) from the alphabet A. Then, the following features of the model must be

specified:

•

Characteristics of the source, that is, how (according to what distribution) the symbols are
selected from the alphabet to fonn a key;

-6-

•

Statistical dependency between sources, that is, whelher or not the keys are statistically
dependent;

•

The number of sources, that is, whether the number n of keys is a constant or itself a rnndam variable.

In the basic model, we assume:
(i)

A key X k = xfx~ ... is an infinite sequence of symbols from A such that it forms an
I

independent sequence of Bernoulli trials with Pr

{xf = ex;} = Pi

I

i = I, 2 ....• V and

v

L

Pi = 1. If P 1 = pz = ... = Pv = lIV. then the model is called symmetric, ather-

i=l

),

wise it is asymmetric.
(ii)

The keys X 11 X z .... IX" are statistically independent.

(iii) The number of keys is fixed and equallO

n.

These three assumptions [annulate the so called Bernoulli model. A modification of the model
can be obtained by replacing (iii) by a more general assumption:

(Hit) The number of keys is a random variable N with a probability distribution function
p(n) = Pr{N = n}.

If pen) is Poisson distributed, then the model (i), (ii) and (iiiI) is called the Poisson model. In
most cases, a solution for Lhe Poisson model is easy to obtain from tllc corresponding solution of
the Bernoulli model.

In some circumstances, the assumption (i) is too unrealistic. For example, if Ihe alphabet A
consists of English letters, then there is a dependency between the occurrence of two consecutive
letters. In a more elaborate random model, the assumption (i) is replaced by [KG]

-7(it) There is a Markovian dependency between neighboring symbols in a key
Xk. = x1x~x~

... that is. the probability Pi;
I

= Pr {xl = fl.j IX/'.~l = ai}, prescribes the

conditional probability of sampling symbol (J.j following symbol ai.

The model (il), (ii) and (iii) or (iiil) is called Markovian model. A more sophisticated depcndefiey may also occur.

Note that the models discussed so far are very suitable for the analysis of digital search tries
[FS. KN. KP. PI, 5Z1, 5Z3], since it is reasonable to assume that keys are independent (assump-

tion (ii». This is not the case, however, for the suffix tree, because the keys X 2 .X 3

•... • X"

are

suffixes of the first key, hence strongly dependent [AS, AH}. Therefore. we modify the assumption (ii) as follows.
(iiI) The keys X/,X, , ... ,X. aredependent.

,
To the best of our knowledge. the model with assumption (iiI) has never been discussed before.

In this paper we assume that the strings are suffixes of the basic string XI. and we propose an

analytical technique which can be used to evaluate some characteristics of such a dependent
model.

3. MAIN RESULTS
In this section. we present our main results in the fonn of two propositions. The first propo-

sition deals with our basic model, that is. under assumptions (i) - (iii). We call1his independent
model. The second proposition discusses the same characteristics. but assumption (iii) is replaced

by a more sophisticated assumptioA (Hit). More precisely, in this model which we shall call
dependent model, each string is a suffix of a given generic string X. We shall see iliat in the

independent model it is more convenient lo study sUing characteristics I:hrough lhe investigations
of the associated digilal tree, while in the dependent model the reverse is true (e.i. paramelers of
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suffix trees can be obtained in a simpler manner from the study of siring characteristics). This is

an example of a symbiosis between sequences and digital trees.
Our main results are summarized in the following two propositions.

Proposition 1. In the independent model (assumptions (1) - (iii» the following holds

(i)

The average ED n and the variance var D lI of the depth Dfl asymptotically satisfy

(3.1)

(3.2)

v

.

where hi = (-1/ I; PIc loglpk for i=1,2 (hi is called the entropy of the alphabet),

'.1

Y= 0.577.. is the Euler constant, Flen) and Fz(n) are periodic functions with very
small amplitude. Moreover. D" converges in probability to ED lI , that is,
D lI

-

ED". (1

+ 0 (1» in probability

(3.3)

In the symmetric case (PI = pz = ... = Pv = lIV) the variance reduces to

(3.4)

and a stronger result Ulan (3.3) holds, namely D n is asymptotically equal to EDn with
prObability one, hence

Dn
(ii)

-

ED,,(l + 0(1» with probablliry one

(3.5)

The average external path length is EL = n ED where ED is given in (3.1). In the
n
n
n

symmetric case the following holds

-9(3.6)

where

A = 1+

I
I
2
- - - + - - (J.J. + v) + 1:
2 log 2
log':!
log 2

(3.7)

with
~=

L
k=1

(_1)'-1

(3.8)

k(2' - I)

4'" -

k
< = - , - L ---,,-:".=-,--=:log 2 '=1 sinh(2kwllog2)

(3.9)

Moreover, in that case
Ln

-

ELn (l + 0 (1»

-

n log n with probability one

(3.10)

(iii) The average ERn and the variance var Bra of the height asymptotically satisfy the following

EH.

~ (I + 0(1)) ~

log n

var H. = 0(1) log'n

"'I

where R = - log

Ev pl.

,.,

(3.11)
(3.12)

Moreover

Hn - (1 +

0

(l»EH" in probability

(3.13)

o
OUf second result concerns dependent keys. that is. suffix: trees. It is asswned that a generic (ran-

dam) word X is given and X I = X. X 2

, ...

,X" are n suffixes of X. Then

Proposition 2. For the dependent model the following holds

(i)

the I-th moment of the height EH~ is bounded by

2'

EH~::; --=-~ logt n
log' p;~

For symmetric model

+c

(3.14)

-10 EH~ = (l

+ o (1»2'logpn

(3.15)

and, the following convergence in probability holds

H" - (1 + o(l»EH" - 210gv n in probability

wherep
(ii)

max

(3.16)

= max Pi,e is a constant.
15i$V

The following inequalities hold, respectively, for the average depth and shallowness

EVil $

1

.,-----'--;,C" log n + c'

(3.17)

log Pmu..
Eh" ::;

1

1

log Pmax

1og n + c "

(3.18)

In the symmetric case,
ED,. -logvn

(3.19)

Eh" -logyn

(3.20)

and. D" - ED". h" - Eh" in probability.
(iii) The average value of the total length ELn is upper bounded by neD". where ED". is

given in (3.17), (3.19).

o
Before we discuss implications of the above results, we first remark that in the dependent model
we conjecture that EHn - (2I10g p;~) log n. The constant 2I1ogp;~ becomes very large in
strongly asymmetric cases, that is. for PmllX close to one. On the other hand, the constant at log n

in Ehll is too large. Later, we indicate that this constant can be reduced to Mag p.;In, where
Pmin

=

min Pi and lhis seems to be asymptotically correct.

l:<;i:<;V

Consequences of Propositions 1 and 2 are discussed in length in [SZI, SZ2, SZ3, AS,
KPSI, KPS2]. In short, both propositions imply that brute force algorilluns and related data
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structures (digital tree), are attractive alternatives (from the average complexity viewpoint) for

more complicated constructions optimized with respect to the worst case analysis. In particular
in [SZl. SZ3] we have argued that index search files in the form of radix tries or Patricia tries are
I

really not need to be additionally balanced, in order to reach fast access time [FN, KPSl, KPS2].
In other words, digital search trees built over independent keys are well balanced in practice. The
same conclusion is true by Proposition 2 for suffix trees. However, the consequences in the case

of dependent smogs are even more important They are discussed in detail in [AS]. For exampIc, we have shown there that square detection by brute force takes 0 (n log n) as much as the
best known, however, more complicated algorithm [AP. CR, ML]. More consequences of our

main result will be discussed in the final version of the paper.
Finally. we present a sketch of the proofs. To prove Propositions 1 (i) - (ii) we consider the
associated digital tree and study properties of such a tree. The advantage of such an approach
comes from the fact that we can reduce the analysis of the depth D", length L", etc., to the investigation of some (general) recurrences. Let x" denote a property of the digital trees with n external nodes, that is, Xn is either ED" or var D n or EL" or var L", etc. Let also tin denote the
amount of the propeny XII contained in the root. Then, wilhin the independent model and assuming for simplicity binary case with P I
root, each with

X.t

and

X,,_k

= p, pz = q = 1 -

amount of the property

XII'

p, we can consider two sublrees of the

where k is the actual number of strings

(keys) which are in the left subtree. Noting that, in fact, k is a random variable with the Bernoulli
disLribution (see assumption (i) ), we need to study the following general recurrence

XO=Xl=O

(3.22)

where an is called additive term of (3.22). This recurrence models most of our quanlities of
interests (the so called additive properties [521D, except the heighl of the tree. To solve (3.22),

- 12we define a sequence an (binomial inverse relations [KN]) as

tf, =

i

~] a,'" a, ~ i

(-1)' [

k:O

(-1)'

k=O

[z]

tf,

Note that the exponential generating functions of dn and an. are related by

(3.23)

A(-z) = A (z )e-! .

Using lhis. in [521] it is proved that

Lemma 1: (i) The recuITCnce (3.22) possesses !he following solution

x,

=i

(-I)'

'=2

[~J

(3.24)

(ii) The inverse relation:f" of XII satisfies

(3.25)

o
Finally, to find asymptotic approximations for

XII'

we apply a general approach proposed

either in [FSJ (Rice's method) or in [SZ4] (Mellin like approach, see also Knuth [KNJ). Namely,

we consider an alternating sum of the fonn

i: (-ll [kJ J(k) wheref(k) is any sequence.
.1:=2

This sum appears in our Lemma 1. Then

Lemma 2: (i) [Rice's method, see {FSJ. [KP]J. Let C be a curve surrounding the points
2, 3 •...• n andf (z) be an analytical continuation off (k) inside C. Then
I

1

with

f

(-I)'/(k) = 2
[a ;z]f(z)dz
me

(3.25)

(_1)1I-1 n !
[a ;z J = ---;-~:::.oL---!:'-'--------,
z(z - 1) ... (z - a)

(ii) [Mellin like approach; see [SZA]]. Under certain conditions on the growth of fez) at infinity

- 13(compare [5Z4])

-312+i..,

S. =...!.,

f

2m -312-;<»

where n!. = r(n

r(z)f(-z)n!dz

1

-312+;_

2m

-312-ioo

~ -.

f

B(n

+

I,z)f(-z)dz,

(3.26a)

+ l)/f(n + 1 + z), and

B(n + I,z)

n!

~ -z"'(z-+"'-'I;-)-"."".-."'(z::-;-+-=n~) ,

and r(z) is the gamma function [HE]. Equivalently, (3.26a) can be simplified to
-312+;00

511

=

f

_1_.
2m

r(z)f(-z)n-Zdz

+ en

(3.26b)

-312-j""

where
en =

o en-I)

-312+j""

J

zr(z)f(-z)n-'ldz

-312-ioo

that is. en = oen).

Proof' Both fonnulas are a consequence of Cauchy's Theorem [HE]. The proof of (3.25) is given
in [FS], while (3.26a) is established in (524]. FonnuIa (3.26b) follows directly from (3.26a) and
n!

= n-Z[l + z

o en-I)], [HE].

o
To apply Lemma 2(i) for asymptotic analysis, we change C to a larger curve around which
the integral is small, and take into account residues at poles in the larger enclosed area. To apply
2(ii), we find residues right to the line (- 3/2 - ioo, - 3/2 + too). Hence, by the residue theorem
and Lemma 2

for any M > 0 and the sums are taken over all poles, z,b k + 0, ± I , ... , of the funclions under
the integrals (3.25) and (3.26) in the appropriale regions respectively. By (3.27) the asymptotics

- 14of the alternative sum of type (3.24) (Lemma 1) is reduced to compute the residues of the functions under the integrals. which is usually an easy task.
Using Lemma 1 and 2 we can prove Proposition 1(i) - (ii) formulas (3.1), (3.2) and (3.6).
For example, it is not diflicult to notice that the average length of the external path length EL"

satisfies our general recurrence with

Gn

=

n.

To compute the second moment of the depth D n

and the external path length L", we need to consider again our general recuncnce (3.22), how-

ever, this time the additive term is much more complicated. For details the reader is refer to
[521], [KPSl], [KPS2]. To obtain convergence in probability (3.3), we use Chebyshev's inequality and (3.1) - (3.2). Indeed, by Chebyshev's inequality

P

i

D
}
YarD"
-"--I;;::e:5
=O(lIlogn )---?O
ED"
e2(ED"J2

hence (3.3) holds. To prove almost surely convergence (3.5) and (3.10), we use our result (3.6)
and Borel-Cantelli Lemma (see [KPS2]).
The height

HI of the digital tree in the independent model does not, however, satisfy our

recurrence (3.22). Moreover, no parameters of suffix lrees can be described by this recurrence.
Therefore. another approach is necessary. It turns out that in these cases, it is belter to study
string characteristics defined in (2.1) (string-based approach) than to relate lhem La appropriate
digital trees parameters. Then, however, we need Lo estimate maximum over a class of dependent
variables Cij • i ,j = I, 2 , ... ,n. Fortunately, using lhe results of [LRI, LR2], the following can
be proved

Lemma 3: Let Y I. Y2 •... ,Ym be a sequence of random variables with distribution function
F 1(Y), F z(y) , ... ,Fm (Y). respectively. Let R i (y) = Pr {Yi ~ y } be lhe complement function of
the distribulion function Fi(y) (function R is sometimes called lhe reliability function). Finally.
letMm = max

lSiSm

Yi andMm =

min

lSiSm

Yi . Then:

- 15 (i)

if am is a solution of
m

L

R,(am ) = 1,

(3.28)

k=l

then
m

~

L L

EM". 5. am +

(3.29)

RkU)·

k.=l j =0.

(ii)

If bm is a solution of
m

L

F,(bm ) = 1,

(3.30)

k=l

then

EMm

m

~bm

-

L

(3.31)

k=l

(iii) If Y1> Y 2 , ... ,Ym are identically distributed with distribution (reliability) function

F(y) (R (Y)), and, moreover,

lim
,~~

then

1 - F(ey)

=

0 for c > I,

(3.32)

1 - F(y)

(3.33)

That is, Mm

- am

and!!!m - bm where am and bm solve
mR(am )

=1

and mF(bm )

= 1,

(3.24)

respeclively.

ProD!' The proof generalizes the idea of [LRl] and can be found in [521, AS].

o
To apply Lemma 3 we must determine the distribution function of the alignments Cjj . Let
us consider first the independent model. Then, one easily shows that

Cij

arc idenlically disUi-

- 16 buted and (see [SZ2])

Pr{C jj =k}=pk-l(l_p) fcrall i,J=1.2, ... ,n

(3.35)

v

where P =

L p?

Then, Proposition I(iii) follows from Lemma 3(iii), noting that

.1:=1

Pr{Cij

m = n 2 in (hat case.

> k}=pk+l and

Formula (3.12) is a consequence of

In the dependent model, the distribution function of Cij is much more difficult to find.

However, we note first that the distribution of Gij does not directly depend on i and j, but only
on the difference d = j - i j > i. Let Cd denote the alignment Gij for d = j-i. Then, the folI

lowing result is proved in [AS].

Theorem, Let d be any finite integer smaller than n. and let 1 and r be the unique integers
defined by k = dl + r, where 1= 0,1 •... , and r < d. Then.

Pr {Cd = k} = Pr {Cd = /d + r} =

{ ~V }'{ ~v
p!+2

, ..I

1=1

p/+l(l - Pi)

}{V~ }d-'-'
pf+l

(3.36a)

1=1

where k = O. I , ...•. For the symmetric distribution PI = P2 = ... = Pv = lIV. expression
(3.36a) simplifies to

(3.36b)

o
Using l.h.e above theorem and Lemma 3, we can prove Proposition 2. Details can be found in
[AS].

As a final comment, we note that the symbiosis between digital trees and sequences can be
used for our advantage to study complexity problems on smngs and digital search trees.
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